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Chelsea Ortega*
-ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0 'ATEKEEPERS .OT 3O
#ONFLICTED IN THE &RAUD#REATEDTHE-ARKET
4HEORY
 
In Malack v. BDO Seidman, LLP,1 the United States Court OF !PPEALS FOR THE
4HIRD #IRCUIT HELD THAT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY OF RELIANCE IS NOT A
VALID PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE IN SECURITIES FRAUD CLASS ACTION CASES )N SO HOLDING
THE COURT DEEPENED THE SPLIT IN THE CIRCUIT COURTS OVER WHETHER TO RECOGNIZE THE
FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY A PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE THAT ALLOWS INVESTORS TO
RELY ON THE hINTEGRITY OF THE MARKETv WHEN PURCHASING SECURITIES 4HE COURT SHOULD
HAVE ADOPTED THE THEORY BUT MISTAKENLY FOCUSED ON THE ARGUMENT THAT THE THEORY IS
INVALID BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF AN ENTITY OR GATEKEEPER TO PREVENT FRAUDULENT
SECURITIES FROM REACHING THE MARKET 4HE COURT SHOULD HAVE RECOGNIZED THAT
GATEKEEPERS OF SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS COMMONLY FACE CONFLICTS BUT THAT THE CONFLICT
IN ISSUING SECURITIES IS NOT A DEBILITATING ONE 'ATEKEEPERS WILL CHOOSE TO ENSURE THAT
SECURITIES ARE GENUINE TO AVOID BEING LIABLE &URTHERMORE THE COURT IGNORED
#ONGRESSS MAIN PURPOSE IN ADOPTING THE SECURITIES LAWS WHICH IS TO PROTECT
INVESTORS FROM FRAUD
Ú  #HELSEA 2 /RTEGA

 *$ #ANDIDATE 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND &RANCIS +ING #AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW -AY  "!
0ENNSYLVANIA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY -AY 
  &D  D #IR 	
 )D AT 
 3EE ID NOTING THAT THE CIRCUITS ARE SPLIT OVER THE RECOGNITION OF THE THEORY	
 )D AT 
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6!
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6"
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6#
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I. THE CASE 
&ROM /CTOBER   TO *ANUARY   A GROUP OF INVESTORS PURCHASED NOTES
FROM !MERICAN "USINESS &INANCIAL 3ERVICES )NC h!MERICAN "USINESSv	 A
DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES ORGANIZATION !MERICAN "USINESS BOUGHT AND SOLD
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS AND BUSINESS LOANS OF THOSE WITH IMPAIRED CREDIT )N THE
BEGINNING OF THE *UNE  QUARTER !MERICAN "USINESS WAS NO LONGER ABLE TO
SECURITIZE ITS MORTGAGES !S A RESULT !MERICAN "USINESS BEGAN BORROWING MONEY
FROM BANKS AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS AND SELLING NOTES TO INVESTORS IN ORDER TO FINANCE
LOANS TO ITS CUSTOMERS "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0 h"$/ 3EIDMANv	 AN ACCOUNTING AND
AUDITING FIRM RETAINED BY !MERICAN "USINESS PROVIDED hCLEANv AUDIT OPINIONS FOR
!MERICAN "USINESS IN ORDER TO FILE THE NOTES WITH THE 3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE
#OMMISSION h3%#v	 4HESE OPINIONS WERE INCLUDED IN !MERICAN "USINESSS 
AND  2EGISTRATION 3TATEMENTS /N *ANUARY   !MERICAN "USINESS FILED
FOR BANKRUPTCY
!S A RESULT *OHN ! -ALACK AND THE OTHER INVESTORS WHO HAD PURCHASED NOTES
DURING THIS TIME PERIOD FILED A SECURITIES FRAUD CLASS ACTION SUIT UNDER 3ECTION B	
OF THE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF  AND 2ULE B AGAINST "$/ 3EIDMAN 
 4HE INVESTORS WERE *OHN ! -ALACK -ICHAEL 2 2OSATI 6IRGIL -AGNON 33 2AJARAM -$ (AYWARD
0EDIATRICS )NC AND (ENRY -UNSTER -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0 .O   7,  AT 
 %$
0A !UG  	
-ALACK ALLEGED THAT "$/ 3EIDMAN SHOULD NOT HAVE ISSUED CLEAN AUDIT OPINIONS FOR
!MERICAN "USINESS AND THAT THESE OPINIONS DID NOT ACCURATELY REPRESENT !MERICAN
 4HESE NOTES INCLUDED hSUBORDINATED DEBT SECURITIES SUBORDINATED MONEYMARKET NOTES AND
SUBORDINATED DEBENTURESv )D
 )D
 )D !DDITIONALLY !MERICAN "USINESSS CUSTOMERS WERE GENERALLY NOT ABLE TO OBTAIN LOANS FROM OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS BANKS OR SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS )D
 )N THIS PROCESS !MERICAN "USINESS WOULD hTRANSFER;= A POOL OF MORTGAGE LOANS TO A TRUST IN EXCHANGE
FOR CERTIFICATES NOTES OR OTHER SECURITIES ISSUED BY THE TRUST THAT WERE THEN SOLD TO INVESTORS FOR CASHv !MERICAN
"USINESS MADE A PROFIT BY hRETAIN;ING= THE RIGHTS TO SERVICE THE LOAN FOR A FEEv )D
 )D
 )D
 ! CLEAN AUDIT OPINION SIGNIFIES THAT THE CLIENTS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE FREE OF DISCREPANCIES AND IS hTHE
HIGHEST LEVEL OF ASSURANCE THAT AN AUDITOR CAN GIVE ON AN ORGANIZATIONgS FINANCIAL STATEMENTSv )N RE )+/. /FFICE
3OLUTIONS )NC  &D   N D #IR 	
 -ALACK  7,  AT 
 !MERICAN "USINESSS FINANCIAL INFORMATION FILES AND EMPLOYEES WERE
AVAILABLE TO "$/ 3EIDMAN IN ISSUING ITS OPINION !S A RESULT THE COURT NOTED THAT "$/ 3EIDMAN hHAD THE
OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE AND REVIEW ;!MERICAN "USINESSS= BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING PRACTICES AND INTERNAL
CONTROL STRUCTUREv )D !S AN INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AN AUDITOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR REVIEWING A
COMPANYS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS WHICH ARE SUBMITTED TO THE 3%# !LL !BOUT !UDITORS 7HAT )NVESTORS .EED TO
+NOW 53 3%#52)4)%3 !.$ %8#(!.'% #/--)33)/. HTTPWWWSECGOVINVESTORPUBSABOUTAUDITORSHTM LAST
MODIFIED *UNE  	 !S TO THE PROCESS REQUIRED BY THE 3%# WHEN ISSUING SECURITIES SEE INFRA NOTE  AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 -ALACK  7,  AT 

 )D AT 
 N
  53# e JB	 	
  #&2 e B 	
 -ALACK  7,  AT 

#=:AH:6 /GI:<6
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"USINESSS FINANCIAL STATUS AT THE TIME THEY WERE ISSUED &URTHERMORE -ALACK
CLAIMED THAT IF "$/ 3EIDMAN HAD NOT ISSUED CLEAN AUDIT OPINIONS !MERICAN
"USINESS WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO FILE THE NOTES WITH THE 3%# AND -ALACK AND
THE OTHER INVESTORS WOULD NOT HAVE PURCHASED THE NOTES
4HE DISTRICT COURT DENIED -ALACKS REQUEST FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION FINDING THAT THE
PROPOSED CLASS DID NOT MEET THE PREDOMINANCE REQUIREMENT OF &EDERAL 2ULE OF #IVIL
0ROCEDURE B		 -ALACK ALLEGED THAT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
ESTABLISHED A PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE NECESSARY TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENT THAT
COMMON ISSUES PREDOMINATED OVER ISSUES AFFECTING INDIVIDUAL CLASS MEMBERS 4HE
DISTRICT COURT HELD THAT THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO ESTABLISH A PRESUMPTION OF
RELIANCE UNDER THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY OR hTHAT THE 3%# WOULD NOT
HAVE REGISTERED THE NOTES AT ISSUE @BUT FOR DEFENDANTS AUDIT OPINIONS OMITTING THE
ALLEGED FRAUDv
-ALACK PETITIONED FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL UNDER 2ULE F	 4HE #OURT OF
!PPEALS FOR THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT GRANTED THE PETITION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE DISTRICT
COURT ERRED IN DENYING CLASS CERTIFICATION
II. LEGAL BACKGROUND 
4HE MAIN ISSUE EXAMINED IN-ALACK WAS WHETHER THERE WAS SUFFICIENT RELIANCE BY THE
PLAINTIFFS IN ORDER TO ASSERT A SECURITIES FRAUD CLASS ACTION SUIT /NE OF THE MAJOR
HURDLES PLAINTIFFS FACE IN OBTAINING CLASS CERTIFICATION IN SECURITIES FRAUD CASES IS
ESTABLISHING THAT ALL OF THE MEMBERS IN THE CLASS RELIED ON THE DEFENDANTS
MISREPRESENTATION OR OMISSION !S A RESULT THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS RECOGNIZED TWO
TYPES OF PRESUMPTIONS OF RELIANCE IN SECURITIES FRAUD ACTIONS THE 5TE PRESUMPTION
AND THE FRAUDONTHEMARKET THEORY 3OME CIRCUITS HAVE CREATED ANOTHER
PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE KNOWN AS THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY WHILE
OTHER CIRCUITS HAVE REJECTED THIS THEORY 4HE ROLE OF GATEKEEPERS IN BRINGING A
SECURITY TO MARKET PLAYS A PART IN WHY SOME OF THE COURTS HAVE REFUSED TO RECOGNIZE
THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
 )D AT 

 )D
 )D AT 
 4HE RELEVANT PORTION OF 2ULE B		 PROVIDES THAT h;A= CLASS ACTION MAY BE MAINTAINED   
IF THE COURT FINDS THAT THE QUESTIONS OF LAW OR FACT COMMON TO CLASS MEMBERS PREDOMINATE OVER ANY QUESTIONS
AFFECTING ONLY INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSv &%$ 2 #)6 0 B		 	
 -ALACK  7,  AT 

 )D AT 

 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D   D #IR 	
 )D
 )D AT 
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))!
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))"
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))#
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))$
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! 2ELIANCE IN 2ULE B #ASES
!FTER THE CRASH OF THE STOCK MARKET IN  #ONGRESS PASSED A SERIES OF SECURITIES
LAWS IN ORDER TO PROTECT INVESTORS 3ECTION B	 OF THE  3ECURITIES %XCHANGE
!CT PROVIDES THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL h;T=O USE OR EMPLOY IN CONNECTION WITH THE
PURCHASE OR SALE OF ANY SECURITY    ANY MANIPULATIVE OR DECEPTIVE DEVICE OR
CONTRIVANCE IN CONTRAVENTION OF SUCH RULES AND REGULATIONS AS THE ;3ECURITIES AND
%XCHANGE= #OMMISSION MAY PRESCRIBE AS NECESSARY OR APPROPRIATE IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST OR FOR THE PROTECTION OF INVESTORSv 0URSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY GRANTED TO IT
BY 3ECTION B	 THE 3%# IMPLEMENTED 3ECTION B	 BY ISSUING 2ULE B
WHICH PROHIBITS THE USE OF FRAUD OR THE OMISSION OR MISSTATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
IN SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS 4HE 3UPREME #OURT RECOGNIZED THAT AN IMPLIED PRIVATE
RIGHT OF ACTION EXISTS UNDER 2ULE B THIRTY YEARS AFTER THE FIRST LOWER COURT
FOUND THIS RIGHT 4HE ELEMENTS OF A 2ULE B ACTION INCLUDE h	 A MATERIAL
MISREPRESENTATION OR OMISSION	 	 SCIENTER     	 A CONNECTION WITH THE
PURCHASE OR SALE OF A SECURITY 	 RELIANCE     	 ECONOMIC LOSS AND 	 @LOSS
CAUSATION IE A CAUSAL CONNECTION BETWEEN THE MATERIAL MISREPRESENTATION AND THE
LOSSv 4HE 3UPREME #OURT ESTABLISHED THE MAJORITY OF THESE ELEMENTS BUT IN
PIECEMEAL FASHION OVER A PERIOD OF MANY YEARS
2ELIANCE WAS THE ONLY ELEMENT OF 2ULE B AT ISSUE IN -ALACK 4O ESTABLISH
RELIANCE THE PLAINTIFF MUST ESTABLISH THAT BUT FOR THE CLAIMED MISREPRESENTATIONS OR
OMISSIONS THE INVESTOR WOULD NOT HAVE ENTERED INTO THE TRANSACTION
 %RNST  %RNST V (OCHFELDER  53  n 	
4RADITIONALLY
  53# e JB	 	
 "LUE #HIP 3TAMPS V -ANOR $RUG 3TORES  53   	
  #&2 e B 	
 2ULE B STATES
)T SHALL BE UNLAWFUL FOR ANY PERSON DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY THE USE OF ANY MEANS OR
INSTRUMENTALITY OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE OR OF THE MAILS OR OF ANY FACILITY OF ANY NATIONAL SECURITIES
EXCHANGE
A	 4O EMPLOY ANY DEVICE SCHEME OR ARTIFICE TO DEFRAUD
B	 4O MAKE ANY UNTRUE STATEMENT OF A MATERIAL FACT OR TO OMIT TO STATE A MATERIAL FACT
NECESSARY IN ORDER TO MAKE THE STATEMENTS MADE IN THE LIGHT OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER
WHICH THEY WERE MADE NOT MISLEADING OR
C	 4O ENGAGE IN ANY ACT PRACTICE OR COURSE OF BUSINESS WHICH OPERATES OR WOULD OPERATE AS
A FRAUD OR DECEIT UPON ANY PERSON
IN CONNECTION WITH THE PURCHASE OR SALE OF ANY SECURITY
)D
 3UPERINTENDENT OF )NS V "ANKERS ,IFE  #AS #O  53   	
 +ARDON V .ATgL 'YPSUM #O  & 3UPP   %$ 0A 	
 $URA 0HARMS )NC V "ROUDO  53  n 	 CITATIONS OMITTED	
 )D 3EE "ASIC )NC V ,EVINSON  53  n 	 ESTABLISHING ELEMENTS OF MATERIALITY AND
RELIANCE	 %RNST  %RNST V (OCHFELDER  53   	 ESTABLISHING SCIENTER ELEMENT	 "LUE #HIP
3TAMPS V -ANOR $RUG 3TORES  53  n 	 REQUIRING CONNECTION ELEMENT	 #ONGRESS CREATED
THE ELEMENTS OF ECONOMIC LOSS AND LOSS CAUSATION IN 2ULE B ACTIONS  53# e UB		
 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D  n D #IR 	
 ,ENTELL V -ERRILL ,YNCH  #O )NC  &D   D #IR 	 3EE ALSO .EWTON V -ERRILL
,YNCH 0IERCE &ENNER  3MITH )NC  &D   D #IR 	 NOTING THAT A PLAINTIFF MEETS THE RELIANCE
#=:AH:6 /GI:<6
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PLAINTIFFS HAD TO ESTABLISH THAT THEY RELIED DIRECTLY ON DEFENDANTS
MISREPRESENTATIONS 2ULE B ACTIONS ARE TYPICALLY BROUGHT AS CIVIL OR CRIMINAL
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS BY THE 3%# OR AS CIVIL ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS BY INVESTORS
7HEN IT COMES TO CLASS ACTION SUITS BROUGHT BY INVESTORS PLAINTIFFS CAN STRUGGLE WITH
OBTAINING CLASS CERTIFICATION BECAUSE THE PLAINTIFFS MUST PROVE THAT THE ISSUE OF
RELIANCE FOR EACH PLAINTIFF DOES NOT PREDOMINATE OVER COMMON ISSUES
" 0RESUMPTIONS OF 2ELIANCE #URRENTLY 2ECOGNIZED BY THE 3UPREME #OURT
"ECAUSE RELIANCE IS SO DIFFICULT TO PROVE ESPECIALLY IN CLASS ACTION CASES THE 3UPREME
#OURT HAS CREATED TWO CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE RELIANCE CAN BE PRESUMED IN SECURITIES
FRAUD CASES )N !FFILIATED 5TE #ITIZENS OF 5TAH V 5NITED 3TATES THE #OURT HELD THAT
WHEN THE ISSUER FAILS TO DISCLOSE MATERIAL FACTS TO INVESTORS THE PLAINTIFF DOES NOT
HAVE TO PROVE RELIANCE IN ORDER TO RECOVER 4HIS PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE IS
COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS THE 5TE PRESUMPTION )N ORDER TO ESTABLISH THIS
PRESUMPTION THE PLAINTIFF ONLY NEEDS TO SHOW THAT THERE WAS AN OBLIGATION ON THE
PART OF THE ISSUER TO DISCLOSE AND THAT hTHE FACTS WITHHELD ;ARE= MATERIAL IN THE SENSE
THAT A REASONABLE INVESTOR MIGHT HAVE CONSIDERED THEM IMPORTANTv WHEN
PURCHASING A SECURITY
&OR EXAMPLE IN 2OCHEZ "ROS )NC V 2HOADES THE DEFENDANT THE OWNER OF 
OF THE STOCK OF A BUSINESS WAS IN TALKS TO BUY THE PLAINTIFFS STOCK COOWNER OF THE
SAME BUSINESS 4HE DEFENDANT WAS ALSO IN NEGOTIATIONS WITH POTENTIAL PURCHASERS
FOR THE SALE OF THE BUSINESS
REQUIREMENT BY PROVING THAT hBUT FOR THE FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION THE INVESTOR WOULD NOT HAVE PURCHASED
OR SOLD THE SECURITYv	
4HE COURT HELD THAT THE DEFENDANT WAS LIABLE UNDER
2ULE B FOR FAILING TO DISCLOSE TO THE PLAINTIFF THAT HE HAD BEEN NEGOTIATING WITH
 *OSEPH $E 3IMONE 3HOULD &RAUD ON THE -ARKET 4HEORY %XTEND TO THE #ONTEXT OF .EWLY )SSUED 3ECURITIES
 &/2$(!- , 2%6 3 3 	 3EE ,IST V &ASHION 0ARK )NC  &D   D #IR 	 NOTING
THAT A CLASS ACTION WAS ONLY PERMITTED BY THE COURT IN A PRIOR 2ULE B CASE BECAUSE ALL OF THE CLASS MEMBERS
RELIED ON DEFENDANTS MISREPRESENTATION	
 *OAN -AC,EOD (EMINWAY (ELL (ATH .O &URY ,IKE AN )NVESTOR 3CORNED 2ETRIBUTION $ETERRENCE
2ESTORATION AND THE #RIMINALIZATION OF 3ECURITIES &RAUD UNDER 2ULE B  * "53  4%#( ,   	 4HE
3%# DOES NOT HAVE TO ESTABLISH RELIANCE IN ITS ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS )D
 3EE 2ICHARD ! .AGAREDA #LASS #ERTIFICATION IN THE !GE OF !GGREGATE 0ROOF  .95 , 2%6  
	
 *ULIE ! (ERZOG &RAUD #REATED THE -ARKET !N 5NWISE AND 5NWARRANTED %XTENSION OF 3ECTION B	 AND
2ULE B  '%/7!3( , 2%6   	
  53  	
 )D AT  "ECAUSE RELIANCE IS PRESUMED THE DEFENDANT IS THEN RESPONSIBLE FOR SHOWING THAT DISCLOSURE
WOULD NOT HAVE CHANGED THE PLAINTIFFS ACTIONS 2OCHEZ "ROS )NC V 2HOADES  &D   D #IR 	
h)F DEFENDANT IS ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE THAT    EVEN IF THE MATERIAL FACTS HAD BEEN DISCLOSED PLAINTIFFS DECISION AS
TO THE TRANSACTION WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN DIFFERENT FROM WHAT IT WAS THEN THE NONDISCLOSURE CANNOT BE SAID TO
HAVE CAUSED THE SUBSEQUENT LOSS AND    RECOVERY SHOULD BE DENIEDv	
 (ERZOG SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 !FFLIATED 5TE  53 AT n
  &D  D #IR 	
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
-6A68@ K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POTENTIAL PURCHASERS FOR THE SALE OF THE BUSINESS WHILE THE PLAINTIFF WAS CONSIDERING
SELLING HIS INTEREST TO THE DEFENDANT BECAUSE THIS INFORMATION WOULD HAVE CHANGED
THE SALE PRICE TO THE DEFENDANT
4HE SECOND PRESUMPTION KNOWN AS THE FRAUDONTHEMARKET THEORY WAS
ADOPTED BY THE #OURT IN "ASIC )NC V ,EVINSON 4HERE THE #OURT HELD THAT PLAINTIFFS
DO NOT HAVE TO PROVE THEY RELIED ON DEFENDANTS MISREPRESENTATIONS BUT INSTEAD
ONLY NEED TO SHOW THAT THEY RELIED ON THE INTEGRITY OF THE MARKET IN PURCHASING
SECURITIES 4HE FRAUDONTHEMARKET THEORY POSITS THAT AVAILABLE INFORMATION ON
THE MARKET IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE PRICE OF SECURITIES AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS
CAN DISTORT THE ACTUAL VALUE OF A SECURITY n THEREBY CAUSING THE PURCHASER TO RELY ON
THE MISSTATEMENTS INDIRECTLY
&OR INSTANCE IN "LACKIE V "ARRACK THE DEFENDANT CORPORATION ISSUED AN ANNUAL
REPORT WHICH IN  SHOWED A PROFIT OF  MILLION AND WHICH TWO YEARS LATER
REPORTED A LOSS OF  MILLION 4HE PURCHASERS OF THE DEFENDANT CORPORATIONS
SECURITIES DURING THIS TIME PERIOD BROUGHT SUIT 4HE COURT HELD THAT THE PLAINTIFFS
COULD RELY ON THE FRAUDONTHEMARKET THEORY AS A PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE INSTEAD
OF PROVING ACTUAL RELIANCE WHEN THE DEFENDANT CORPORATION ISSUED MULTIPLE
MISREPRESENTATIONS ABOUT ITS FINANCES WHICH MAY HAVE ARTIFICIALLY INFLATED THE VALUE
OF THE CORPORATIONS STOCK
# #IRCUITS ARE 3PLIT ON 7HETHER TO 2ECOGNIZE THE &RAUD#REATED4HE-ARKET 4HEORY
! THIRD PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE HAS BEEN ARTICULATED BY SOME OF THE CIRCUITS
ALTHOUGH THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS NOT ADDRESSED THE ISSUE YET &RAUDCREATEDTHE
MARKET THEORY POSITS THAT PLAINTIFFS CAN RELY ON THE PRESENCE OF THE SECURITY ON THE
MARKET WHEN PURCHASING SECURITIES 4HUS PLAINTIFFS ASSERT THE THEORY TO hSHOW THAT
ABSENT THE DEFENDANTS FRAUD THE SECURITIES WOULD HAVE BEEN UNMARKETABLEv
4HE &IFTH #IRCUIT IN 3HORES V 3KLAR FIRST ARTICULATED THE FRAUDCREATEDTHE
MARKET THEORY )N 3HORES THE PLAINTIFF SUED THOSE INVOLVED IN THE ISSUANCE OF
REVENUE BONDS THAT HE PURCHASED AFTER THE VALUE OF THE BONDS DECREASED
 )D AT n
4HE
  53  	
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
  &D  TH #IR 	
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D AT 
 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D   D #IR 	
 3EE ID AT  NOTING THAT THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS CAUTIONED AGAINST EXPANDING THE eB	 CAUSE OF
ACTION WHEN IT HELD THAT eB	 LIABILITY DOES NOT EXTEND TO AIDERS AND ABETTORS	
 (ERZOG SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 )D
  &D  TH #IR 	 EN BANC	
 (ERZOG SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3HORES  &D AT 
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PLAINTIFF CLAIMED THAT THE DEFENDANTS HAD MISREPRESENTED AND OMITTED MATERIAL FACTS
IN THE /FFERING #IRCULAR DISSEMINATED BY THE DEFENDANT EVEN THOUGH THE PLAINTIFF
WAS NEITHER AWARE OF THE #IRCULAR NOR RELIED ON IT AT THE TIME OF HIS PURCHASE 4HE
COURT HELD THAT THE PLAINTIFF DID NOT HAVE TO PROVE THAT HE RELIED ON THE #IRCULAR
SINCE THE hTHEORY IS NOT THAT HE BOUGHT INFERIOR BONDS BUT THAT THE "ONDS HE BOUGHT
WERE FRAUDULENTLY MARKETEDv )N ADDITION THE COURT NOTED THAT h;T=HE SECURITIES
LAWS ALLOW AN INVESTOR TO RELY ON THE INTEGRITY OF THE MARKET TO THE EXTENT THAT THE
SECURITIES IT OFFERS TO HIM FOR PURCHASE ARE ENTITLED TO BE IN THE MARKETPLACEv
4HE 4ENTH #IRCUIT HAS ALSO ADOPTED THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY )N 4*
2ANEY  3ONS )NC V &ORT #OBB /KLAHOMA )RRIGATION &UEL !UTH THE COURT STATED
THAT IN ADOPTING THE THEORY THE COURT WAS MERELY hEXTEND;ING= THE PROTECTION OF
2ULE B TO THOSE CASES IN WHICH THE SECURITIES WERE NOT QUALIFIED LEGALLY TO BE
ISSUED AND    THERE WAS A SCHEME TO DEFRAUD OR ACT TO DEFRAUDv 3IMILARLY IN
*OSEPH V 7ILES THE COURT RECOGNIZED THAT THE THEORY ALLOWS INVESTORS hTO RELY ON
THE INTEGRITY OF THE MARKET TO CONTAIN ONLY GENUINE SECURITIESv 4HE COURT NOTED
THAT THE SECURITIES MUST BE UNMARKETABLE IN ORDER FOR THE INVESTOR TO INVOKE THE
FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
)N CONTRAST THE 3EVENTH #IRCUIT HAS REFUSED TO RECOGNIZE THE THEORY )N %CKSTEIN V
"ALCOR &ILM )NVESTORS THE COURT FOUND THAT h;T=HE EXISTENCE OF A SECURITY DOES NOT
DEPEND ON OR WARRANT THE ADEQUACY OF DISCLOSUREv 4HE COURT REFUTED THE HOLDING
IN 3HORES AND NOTED THAT EVEN IF ISSUERS DISCLOSE ALL THE NEGATIVE INFORMATION ABOUT A
SECURITY THE SECURITY WILL STILL BE INCLUDED IN THE MARKET ALTHOUGH THE DISCLOSURE
MAY AFFECT THE PRICE !DDITIONALLY THE COURT NOTED THAT THE SECURITIES LAWS DO NOT
REGULATE THE PURPORTED VALUE OF SECURITIES
7HILE NOT EXPRESSING THE SAME OUTRIGHT REJECTION OF THE THEORY AS THE 3EVENTH
#IRCUIT THE .INTH #IRCUIT HAS ALSO DECLINED TO ADOPT THE THEORY WHEN PRESENTED
WITH THE OPPORTUNITY )N $ESAI V $EUTSCHE "ANK 3EC ,TD THE COURT AFFIRMED THE
DISTRICT COURTS REFUSAL TO ADOPT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
 )D
4HE COURT
 )D AT 
 )D
  &D  TH #IR 	
 )D AT 
  &D  TH #IR 	
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
  &D  TH #IR 	
 )D AT  ITALICS OMITTED	
 )D AT 
 )D AT n
 3EE $ESAI V $EUTSCHE "ANK 3EC ,TD  &D  TH #IR 	 SEE ALSO )N RE .ATIONS-ART #ORP
3EC ,ITIG  &D  TH #IR 	
  &D  TH #IR 	
 )D AT 
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NOTED THAT IT WAS CAUTIOUS TO ADOPT THE THEORY WHEN THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS NOT
DONE SO
$ 4HE 2OLE OF 'ATEKEEPERS IN 4AKING A 3ECURITY TO -ARKET
4HERE ARE SEVERAL ENTITIES INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS OF ISSUING SECURITIES INCLUDING
ACCOUNTANTS LAWYERS AND INVESTMENT BANKERS WHO ARE OFTEN REFERRED TO AS
GATEKEEPERS OR PROMOTERS 4HESE PROFESSIONALS ASSIST THE ISSUER THE COMPANY THAT
IS ISSUING THE STOCK OR SECURITY FOR PROFIT !UDITORS PERFORM THE FUNCTION OF
REVIEWING CORPORATE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND OPINE AS TO THE ACCURATENESS OF THE
STATEMENTS WHILE LAWYERS PROVIDE LEGAL ADVICE TO THE COMPANY 3ECURITIES
LAWYERS SPECIFICALLY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR PREPARING THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT WHICH
PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS USE TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO PURCHASE A SECURITY )NVESTMENT
BANKERS PARTICIPATE IN THE UNDERWRITING PROCESS BY PROVIDING FINANCING FOR THE
SECURITY TO THE ISSUER )N ORDER TO TAKE A SECURITY TO MARKET THE ISSUER MUST REGISTER
THE SECURITY BY FILING A REGISTRATION STATEMENT AND PROSPECTUS WITH THE 3%# &INALLY
THE SECURITY CAN ENTER THE MARKET TO BE PURCHASED BY INVESTORS
4HE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES IN 5NITED 3TATES V !RTHUR 9OUNG  #O
RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF GATEKEEPERS STATING THAT ACCOUNTANTS OWE A DUTY TO
THE PUBLIC AND THEREFORE MUST REMAIN INDEPENDENT FROM THEIR EMPLOYERS 4HE
3IXTH #IRCUIT IN /CKERMAN V -AY :IMA  #O
 )D 4HE COURT NOTED THAT hTHE 3UPREME #OURT HAS ADOPTED A RATHER RESTRICTIVE VIEW OF PRIVATE SUITS
UNDER eB	v )D
NOTED THAT PROMOTERS DETERMINE THE
 (ILLARY ! 3ALE "ANKS 4HE &ORGOTTEN	 0ARTNERS IN &RAUD  5 #). , 2%6   &ALL 	 4HE
TERM hGATEKEEPERv HAS ALSO BEEN DEFINED BROADLY AS hSOME FORM OF OUTSIDE OR INDEPENDENT WATCHDOG OR
MONITORSOMEONE WHO SCREENS OUT FLAWS OR DEFECTS OR WHO VERIFIES COMPLIANCE STANDARDS OR PROCEDURESv
*/(. # #/&&%% *2 '!4%+%%0%23 4(% 02/&%33)/.3 !.$ #/20/2!4% '/6%2.!.#%  	 ;HEREINAFTER
#/&&%% *2 '!4%+%%0%23=
 &RANK 0ARTNOY "ARBARIANS AT THE 'ATEKEEPERS ! 0ROPOSAL &OR A -ODIFIED 3TRICT ,IABILITY 2EGIME 
7!3( 5 , 2%6  n 3UMMER 	
 !LL !BOUT !UDITORS 7HAT )NVESTORS .EED TO +NOW 53 3%#52)4)%3 !.$ %8#(!.'% #/--)33)/.
HTTPWWWSECGOVINVESTORPUBSABOUTAUDITORSHTM LAST MODIFIED *UNE  	
 0OONAM 0URI 4AKING 3TOCK OF 4AKING 3TOCK  #/2.%,, , 2%6   	 3EE ,AWRENCE !
#UNNINGAM "EYOND ,IABILITY 2EWARDING %FFECTIVE 'ATEKEEPERS  -).. , 2%6   	 h3ECURITIES
PROFESSIONALS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR APPROVING TRANSACTIONS DESIGNING OR OPINING ON THEM OR RELATED DISCLOSURE
AND PROVIDING ASSURANCE AND ATTESTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT ASSERTIONSv	
 -ANNING 'ILBERT 7ARREN ))) 4HE 0RIMARY ,IABILITY OF 3ECURITIES ,AWYERS  3-5 , 2%6  n
	
 3EE  4(/-!3 ,%% (!:%. 42%!4)3% /. 4(% ,!7 /& 3%#52)4)%3 2%'5,!4)/. e TH ED 	 4HE
3ECURITIES !CT OF  DEFINES AN UNDERWRITER AS hANY PERSON WHO HAS PURCHASED FROM AN ISSUER WITH A VIEW TO
OR OFFERS OR SELLS FOR AN ISSUER IN CONNECTION WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANY SECURITY OR PARTICIPATES    IN ANY SUCH
UNDERTAKING OR PARTICIPATES    IN THE DIRECT OR INDIRECT UNDERWRITING OF ANY SUCH UNDERTAKINGv 3ECURITIES !CT
OF  e A		  53# e BA		 	
  53# e FA	 	 *ULIE " 2UBENSTEIN &RAUD ON THE 'LOBAL -ARKET 53 #OURTS $ONT "UY )T
3UBJECT-ATTER *URISDICTION IN &#UBED 3ECURITIES #LASS !CTIONS  #/2.%,, , 2%6   	
 3EE GENERALLY  53# e FA	 	
  53  	
 )D AT n
  &D  TH #IR 	
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PRICE OF SECURITIES AND SINCE THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE SELFINTERESTED THE PRICE THEY SET
MAY NOT REFLECT THAT SECURITYS ACTUAL VALUE IN THE MARKET !S A RESULT THE /CKERMAN
COURT REJECTED THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
III. THE COURT’S REASONING 
)N -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE 4HIRD
#IRCUIT AFFIRMED THE DISTRICT COURTS DENIAL OF CLASS CERTIFICATION HOLDING THAT THE
FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY IS NOT A VALID THEORY OF RELIANCE BECAUSE THERE IS NO
ENTITY TO PREVENT FRAUDULENT SECURITIES FROM ENTERING THE MARKET THE THEORY IS NOT
SUPPORTED BY PROBABILITY AND PUBLIC POLICY DICTATES THAT THE COURT REJECT THE
THEORY 4HE COURT NOTED THAT EVEN IF IT RECOGNIZED THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET
THEORY -ALACK WOULD STILL NOT BE ABLE TO MEET HIS BURDEN OF PROOF IN ESTABLISHING
THAT THE NOTES HE RELIED ON WERE LEGALLY UNMARKETABLE
! 4HE #OURT 2EJECTED THE &RAUD#REATEDTHE-ARKET 4HEORY "ECAUSE OF THE ,ACK OF
%NTITIES TO 0REVENT &RAUDULENT 3ECURITIES FROM %NTERING THE -ARKET
7RITING FOR THE MAJORITY *UDGE 3MITH REVIEWED THE STANDARD FOR DECIDING A MOTION
FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION 4HE COURT RECOGNIZED THAT THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT HAD NOT YET
VISITED THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY WAS VALID AND THAT
THERE WAS A SPLIT IN THE CIRCUITS ON WHETHER TO RECOGNIZE THE THEORY 4HE COURT
EXPLAINED THAT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY DOES NOT COMPORT WITH
COMMON SENSE BECAUSE THERE IS NO AGENCY THAT PROTECTS AGAINST FRAUD IN THE PROCESS
OF TAKING THE SECURITY TO THE MARKET 4HE COURT DISCUSSED THE FACT THAT THE
PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED IN PROMOTING SECURITIES LIKE THE UNDERWRITER AUDITOR AND
ATTORNEYS ARE SELFINTERESTED AND ARE MAINLY CONCERNED WITH INCREASING THE PRICE OF
SECURITIES &URTHER SUPPORT FOR THIS PROPOSITION IN THE COURTS VIEW WAS THAT LEGAL
COUNSEL AND UNDERWRITERS ARE COMPENSATED VIA CONTINGENCY FEES
 )D AT 
)N A FOOTNOTE
THE COURT REJECTED THE VIEWPOINT THAT ENTITIES INVOLVED IN TAKING A SECURITY TO MARKET
WILL NOT ACT FRAUDULENTLY TO MAINTAIN THEIR REPUTATION INSTEAD STATING THAT h;M=ANY
 )D
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))!
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))"
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))#
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))$
 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D   D #IR 	 4HE COURT REVIEWS A DECISION ON CLASS
CERTIFICATION FOR AN ABUSE OF DISCRETION WHICH OCCURS IF THE DISTRICT COURT RELIES ON A hCLEARLY ERRONEOUS FINDING OF
FACT AN ERRANT CONCLUSION OF LAW OR AN IMPROPER APPLICATION OF LAW TO FACTv )D QUOTING )N RE (YDROGEN
0EROXIDE !NTITRUST ,ITIG  &D   D #IR 		
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D AT n QUOTING 2OSS V "ANK 3OUTH .!  &D   TH #IR 		
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ENTITIES NOW FORGO THE LONG TERM BENEFITS OF ACCURATE DISCLOSURES FOR THE PROSPECT OF
SHORT TERM GAINv
)N ADDITION THE COURT EXPLAINED THAT THE 3%# CANNOT BE RELIED UPON TO PREVENT
FRAUDULENT SECURITIES FROM REACHING THE MARKET BECAUSE THE 3%# ONLY REGULATES THE
ADEQUACY OF ISSUERS DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 4HE COURT FURTHER DISCUSSED THE FACT
THAT THE 3%# DOES NOT VERIFY THE PRICE OF SECURITIES OR THE REPRESENTATIONS BY
ISSUERS 4HE COURT NOTED THAT -ALACK CONCEDED AT ORAL ARGUMENT THAT EVEN IF "$/
3EIDMAN HAD FULLY DISCLOSED THE PROBLEMS WITH THE NOTES THE 3%# STILL WOULD HAVE
ALLOWED THE NOTES TO GO TO THE MARKET ILLUSTRATING THE PROBLEM WITH HOLDING THE 3%#
RESPONSIBLE FOR FRAUDULENT SECURITIES
" 4HE #OURT &OUND 4HAT THE 4HEORY IS .OT 3UPPORTED BY 0ROBABILITY
4HE COURT REJECTED -ALACKS ARGUMENT THAT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY IS
SUPPORTED BY PROBABILITY 4HE COURT REASONED THAT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET
THEORY ELIMINATES THE RELIANCE REQUIREMENT IN 3ECTION B	 CLAIMS SINCE BASED ON
THE THEORY ALL SECURITIES ON THE MARKET ARE LEGALLY MARKETABLE !S A RESULT THE
COURT EXPLAINED THAT ADOPTING THE THEORY WOULD CREATE AN INVESTOR INSURANCE WHICH
WAS NOT THE INTENT OF #ONGRESS IN PASSING THE SECURITIES LAWS
4HE COURT DISCUSSED THE SECURITIES LAWS PURPOSE OF FULL DISCLOSURE AND THE FACT
THAT IN ADOPTING THIS THEORY THE COURT WOULD BE ENCOURAGING INVESTORS TO IGNORE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS SINCE INVESTORS ONLY NEED TO RELY ON THE SECURITYS PRESENCE ON
THE MARKET 4HE COURT REJECTED -ALACKS ARGUMENT THAT THE THEORY WOULD ADVANCE
HONESTY AND FAIR DEALINGS IN THE SECURITIES MARKET ON THE BASIS THAT FEDERAL COURTS
HAVE LIMITED 3ECTION B	 TO ITS CURRENT SCOPE AND ACCEPTING -ALACKS ARGUMENT
WOULD EXPAND THIS CAUSE OF ACTION TO ALL ACTIONS THAT SEEK TO PREVENT FRAUD
# 4HE #OURT 2EJECTED THE 4HEORY "ECAUSE OF 0UBLIC 0OLICY #ONCERNS
4HE COURT ALSO DISCUSSED THE POLICY REASONS FOR REJECTING THE THEORY 4HE COURT
FOCUSED ON THE HIGH COST OF LITIGATING 2ULE B CLAIMS 4HESE COSTS THE COURT
REASONED ARE IMPUTED TO THE ENTIRE SECURITIES MARKET
 )D AT  N
7HEN DISCUSSING FRIVOLOUS
 )D AT 
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
 3EE ID AT  h4HE LESS AN INVESTOR KNOWS ABOUT THE SECURITY ASIDE FROM THE FACT THAT IT IS ON THE
MARKET THE LESS LIKELY IT IS THAT SHE WILL LEARN OF INFORMATION THAT WOULD SEVER THE LINK BETWEEN THE ALLEGED FRAUD
AND HER DECISION TO PURCHASE THE SECURITYv	
 )D AT n
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 )D
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CLASS ACTIONS CLAIMS THE COURT EXPLAINED THAT ADOPTING THE THEORY WOULD MAKE
OBTAINING CLASS CERTIFICATION EASIER 4HE COURT NOTED THAT OBTAINING CLASS
CERTIFICATION ENHANCES THE PROBABILITY THAT DEFENDANTS WILL SETTLE EVEN WHEN THE
PLAINTIFFS CLAIMS ARE NOT VALID
$ -ALACK 7OULD "E 5NABLE TO %STABLISH 0RESUMPTION OF 2ELIANCE %VEN IF THE #OURT
!DOPTED THE 4HEORY
4HE COURT EXPLAINED THAT EVEN IF IT ADOPTED THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
-ALACK WOULD STILL NOT BE ABLE TO CREATE A PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE -ALACK ARGUED
THAT THE COURT SHOULD ADOPT THE 4ENTH #IRCUITS LEGAL UNMARKETABILITY TEST WHICH
POSITS THAT hTHE ISSUER NEVER HAD THE LEGAL RIGHT TO ISSUE THE BONDSv 4HE COURT
FOUND HOWEVER THAT EVEN IF "$/ 3EIDMAN HAD FULLY DISCLOSED THE PROBLEMS WITH
!MERICAN "USINESSS NOTES THE SECURITIES WOULD STILL HAVE MADE IT TO THE MARKET
!S A RESULT THE NOTES WERE NOT LEGALLY UNMARKETABLE AND THE COURT UPHELD THE
DISTRICT COURTS DENIAL OF CLASS CERTIFICATION
IV. ANALYSIS 
)N -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT HELD THAT THE FRAUDCREATEDTHE
MARKET THEORY IS NOT A VALID PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE IN SECURITIES CASES )N
REACHING THIS HOLDING THE COURT INCORRECTLY DETERMINED THAT THE PROMOTERS OF
SECURITIES ARE TOO SELFINTERESTED TO ENSURE THAT FRAUDULENT SECURITIES DO NOT REACH THE
MARKET EVEN THOUGH THESE ACTORS FACE SIMILAR CONFLICTS IN OTHER AREAS OF THE LAW
)N ADDITION IT WOULD BE FAIR TO HOLD ISSUERS LIABLE BECAUSE THEY MUST INTEND TO
DEFRAUD INVESTORS 4HE COURT ALSO IGNORED THE SECURITIES LAWS GOAL OF PREVENTING
FRAUD ONE OF THE MAIN PURPOSES OF THE SECURITIES LAWS
! 4HE #OURT )NCORRECTLY $ETERMINED THAT 0ROMOTERS OF 3ECURITIES #ANNOT "E 2ELIED
5PON TO 0REVENT &RAUD
/NE OF THE COURTS MAIN ARGUMENTS FOR REJECTING THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET
THEORY WAS THAT THERE IS NO ONE TO ENSURE THAT SECURITIES ARE FREE FROM FRAUD BEFORE
THE SECURITIES ENTER THE MARKET
 )D
4HE COURT CONCLUDED THAT PROMOTERS OF SECURITIES
 )D 4HE COURT STATED THAT h;R=EWARDING FRIVOLOUS ACTIONS WITH SETTLEMENTS IS CLEARLY UNDESIRABLEv )D
 )D
 )D AT  4HIS TEST WAS FIRST ADOPTED IN 4* 2ANEY  3ONS )NC V &ORT #OBB /KLA )RRIGATION &UEL
!UTH  &D   TH #IR 	 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6!
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6"
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6#
 -ALACK  &D AT 
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SUCH AS UNDERWRITERS AUDITORS AND ATTORNEYS CANNOT FULFILL THIS ROLE BECAUSE THEY
ARE SELFINTERESTED 9ET EVEN THE 3%# HAS STATED THAT hTHE TASK OF ENFORCING THE
SECURITIES LAWS RESTS IN OVERWHELMING MEASURE ON THE BARS SHOULDERSv 4HE 4HIRD
#IRCUIT HAS ALSO NOTED THAT h;A= SECURITIES PROFESSIONAL HAS AN OBLIGATION TO
INVESTIGATE THE SECURITIES HE OR SHE OFFERS TO CUSTOMERSv ,IKEWISE hPROMINENT
SECURITIES ATTORNEYS HAVE LONG ENDORSED THE IDEA THAT THEY OWE A DUTY TO THE INVESTOR
WHO RELIES ON THEIR WORK n ONE THAT REQUIRES THEM TO BE SKEPTICAL OF AND
INDEPENDENT FROM THEIR CLIENTv
&URTHERMORE UNLIKE THE ISSUER THE GATEKEEPERS OF THE SECURITY RECEIVE A SMALL
PAYOFF AND THUS THERE IS LESS INCENTIVE TO ENGAGE IN FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY )N
ADDITION THE GATEKEEPER RISKS HIS REPUTATIONAL CAPITAL BY PARTICIPATING IN FRAUDULENT
ACTIVITY 0ROMOTERS DEVELOP REPUTATIONAL CAPITAL BY SERVING MANY OF THE SAME
CLIENTS OVER SEVERAL YEARS ,AWYERS ALSO RISK THEIR WEALTH AND SOCIAL STATUS IN
COMMITTING FRAUD 4HE -ODEL 2ULES OF 0ROFESSIONAL #ONDUCT PROHIBITS LAWYERS
FROM ASSISTING CLIENTS IN CONDUCT THAT THE LAWYER KNOWS IS CRIMINAL OR FRAUDULENT
4HE 3%# HAS ALSO ADOPTED 2ULES OF 0ROFESSIONAL #ONDUCT FOR SECURITIES ATTORNEYS
AND SANCTIONS THOSE THAT VIOLATE THESE RULES
"ECAUSE THE COSTS OUTWEIGH THE BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING IN FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY
LAWYERS ARE UNLIKELY TO ENGAGE IN THIS ACTIVITY UNDER THE RATIONALACTOR MODEL 4HE
RATIONALACTOR MODEL POSITS THAT hLAWYERS ARE RATIONAL SELFINTERESTED ACTORSv WHO
hACT TO FURTHER THEIR OWN INTERESTSv 4HE RATIONALACTOR MODEL IS NOT LIMITED TO
hCOSTS AND BENEFITS TO GOODS OR LOSSES TO WHICH MONETARY VALUE CAN BE ASSIGNEDv
 )D 3EE ALSO #/&&%% *2 '!4%+%%0%23 SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT GATEKEEPERS ARE PAID BY THE
CORPORATIONS WHICH THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO hMONITORv	 ! RECENT SURVEY BY THE !MERICAN "AR !SSOCIATION !"!	
TAKES ISSUE WITH THE CONCLUSORY NATURE OF THE COURTS STATEMENT NOTING THAT hA STUDY OF A LARGE AND RELEVANT
SAMPLEv IS NECESSARY BEFORE MAKING THIS ASSERTION !MERICAN "AR !SSOCIATION #ASELAW $EVELOPMENTS  
"53 ,!7   	
 0URI SUPRA NOTE  AT  CITATION OMITTED	
 )N RE 3UPREMA 3PECIALTIES )NC 3ECURITIES ,ITIG  &D   D #IR 	 QUOTING 3%# V $AIN
2AUSCHER )NC  &D   TH #IR 		
 *OHN # #OFFEE *R 4HE !TTORNEY AS 'ATEKEEPER !N !GENDA FOR THE 3%#  #/,5- , 2%6 
n 	 ;HEREINAFTER #OFFEE *R 4HE !TTORNEY AS 'ATEKEEPER=
 3EE *OHN # #OFFEE *R 'ATEKEEPER &AILURE AND 2EFORM 4HE #HALLENGE OF &ASHIONING 2ELEVANT 2EFORMS
 "5 , 2%6  n NOTING THAT A GATEKEEPER hA REPUTATIONAL INTERMEDIARY WHO PROVIDES VERIFICATION OR
CERTIFICATION SERVICES TO INVESTORSv RECEIVES hONLY A LIMITED PAYOFF FROM ANY INVOLVEMENT IN MISCONDUCTv	
 )D AT  "UT SEE 0ARTNOY SUPRA NOTE  AT  ARGUING THAT hA STRONG THEORETICAL ARGUMENT EXISTS
SUPPORTING THE CONCLUSION THAT GATEKEEPERS MIGHT RATIONALLY DECIDE TO DEPLETE THEIR REPUTATIONAL CAPITAL JUST AS
THEY WOULD DEPLETE ANY OTHER CAPITAL ASSET	 IN AN ATTEMPT TO MAXIMIZE EXPECTED PROFITSv	
 #/&&%% *2 '!4%+%%0%23 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3TEPHEN ' "EN£ .OTE 7HY .OT &INE !TTORNEYS !N %CONOMIC !PPROACH TO ,AWYER $ISCIPLINARY
3ANCTIONS  34!. , 2%6   	
 3EE -/$%, 25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2 D	 STATING THAT h;A= LAWYER SHALL NOT COUNSEL A CLIENT TO
ENGAGE OR ASSIST A CLIENT IN CONDUCT THAT THE LAWYER KNOWS IS CRIMINAL OR FRAUDULENTv	
 3EE  #&2 e A	 	 REQUIRING THAT ATTORNEYS REPORT FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY TO OFFICERS INSIDE
THE CORPORATION	
 4ANINA 2OSTAIN %THICS ,OST ,IMITATIONS OF #URRENT !PPROACHES TO ,AWYER 2EGULATION  3 #!, , 2%6
  	
 )D AT 
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AND THEREFORE A RATIONALACTOR WILL CONSIDER HIS REPUTATIONAL CAPITAL AND SOCIAL STATUS
WHEN THINKING ABOUT PARTICIPATING IN FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY !S A RESULT h;W=HEN THE
OTHER COSTS ARE SUFFICIENTLY HIGH A RATIONAL ACTOR MAY FOREBEAR FROM VIOLATING A LAW
OR RULE EVEN IF HE IS LIKELY TO GET AWAY WITH THE VIOLATION OR THE TANGIBLE BENEFITS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE VIOLATION FAR EXCEED THE PROBABLE SANCTIONv
4HE -ALACK COURT ALSO RELIED ON THE FACT THAT UNDERWRITERS AND LEGAL COUNSEL ARE
SELFINTERESTED BECAUSE THEY ARE RETAINED ON A CONTINGENCY FEE BASIS (OWEVER THE
3UPREME #OURT HAS NOTED THAT CONTINGENCY FEES hARE COMMON IN THE 5NITED 3TATES
IN MANY SETTINGSv )N ADDITION THE !MERICAN "AR !SSOCIATION HAS ISSUED AN
OPINION THAT OTHER THAN CRIMINAL AND DIVORCE CASES hCONTINGENCY FEES DO NOT VIOLATE
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT STANDARDS AS LONG AS THEY ARE APPROPRIATE IN THE CIRCUMSTANCES
AND REASONABLE IN AMOUNT AND THE CLIENT HAS BEEN FULLY ADVISED OF THE AVAILABILITY OF
ALTERNATIVE FEE ARRANGEMENTSv 3OME OF THE CONCERNS THAT ARE USUALLY ASSOCIATED
WITH CONTINGENCY FEES ARE NOT PRESENT IN THE ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES SUCH AS CONCERN
FOR THE UNSOPHISTICATED CLIENT AND THE INCENTIVE TO SETTLE
" 0ROMOTERS ARE /NLY (ELD ,IABLE IF 4HEY +NOW 3ECURITIES ARE &RAUDULENT
!S A RESULT
CONTINGENCY FEES HAVE BEEN WIDELY ACCEPTED IN THE LEGAL SETTING AND ARE NOT
INDICATIVE OF SELFISH OR FRAUDULENT BEHAVIOR BY UNDERWRITERS AND ATTORNEYS INVOLVED
IN THE ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES
"ECAUSE INTENT IS A REQUIRED ELEMENT OF THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY IT IS
FAIR TO HOLD PROMOTERS LIABLE FOR FRAUDULENTLY ISSUING SECURITIES 4HE COURT IN 2OSS
V "ANK 3OUTH .!
 3EE SUPRA NOTES  AND  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
RECOGNIZED THAT h3HORE IMPOSES A SCIENTER REQUIREMENT THE
DEFENDANT MUST HAVE KNOWN THE SECURITIES COULD NOT BE MARKETED AND MUST HAVE
 &RED # :ACHARIAS 3TEROIDS AND ,EGAL %THICS #ODES !RE ,AWYERS 2ATIONAL !CTORS  ./42% $!-% ,
2%6   	 3EE "EN£ SUPRA NOTE  AT  FINDING THAT LAWYERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO WEIGH THE COSTS
AND BENEFITS OF BREAKING THE LAW THAN OTHER CRIMINALS BECAUSE OF THEIR EDUCATION AND SOPHISTICATION	
 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D  n D #IR 	 7HILE SOME STATE LEGISLATURES HAVE
IMPOSED LIMITATIONS ON CONTINGENCY FEES THIS HAS ONLY BEEN DONE IN THE AREA OF TORT LAW 2OSTAIN SUPRA NOTE
 AT  N
 'ISBRECHT V "ARNHART  53   	
 !"! #OMM ON %THICS AND 0ROFESSIONAL 2ESPONSIBILITY &ORMAL /P  	 2ULE  OF THE -ODEL
2ULES OF 0ROFESSIONAL #ONDUCT PROVIDES THAT h;A= FEE MAY BE CONTINGENT ON THE OUTCOME OF THE MATTER FOR WHICH
THE SERVICE IS RENDERED EXCEPT IN A MATTER IN WHICH A CONTINGENT FEE IS PROHIBITED BY PARAGRAPH D	 OR OTHER LAWv
-/$%, 25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2 
 ,ESTER "RICKMAN #ONTINGENT &EES 7ITHOUT #ONTINGENCIES (AMLET 7ITHOUT THE 0RINCE OF $ENMARK 
5#,! ,2%6   	
 -URRAY , 3CHWARTZ  $ANIEL *" -ITCHELL !N %CONOMIC !NALYSIS OF THE #ONTINGENT &EE IN 0ERSONAL
)NJURY ,ITIGATION  34!. , 2%6  n 	
 3EE 3HORES V 3KLAR  &D   TH #IR 	 EN BANC	 REJECTING THE ARGUMENT THAT ITS
HOLDING hIMPOSES NEW BURDENS ON DEFENDANTS OR ENHANCES THEIR LIABILITY ,AWYERS UNDERWRITERS AND
ACCOUNTANTS WHO PARTICIPATE IN BOND ISSUES IN GOOD FAITH ARE UNAFFECTED BY ;THEIR= DECISIONv	 5NDER SOME STATE
SECURITIES LAWS SUCH AS 4EXAS ONE WHO AIDS IN THE SELLING OF A SECURITY MEETS THE INTENT REQUIREMENT OF LIABILITY IF
HESHE IS SIMPLY SUBJECTIVELY AWARE OF THE PRIMARY ISSUERS FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY -ARC ) 3TEINBERG  #HRIS
#LAASSEN !TTORNEY ,IABILITY 5NDER THE 3TATE 3ECURITIES ,AWS ,ANDSCAPES AND -INEFIELDS  "%2+%,%9 "53 ,*  
	
  &D  TH #IR 	
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BROUGHT THE SECURITIES TO MARKET WITH THE INTENT TO DEFRAUDv 4HE 4HIRD #IRCUIT
HAS NOTED IN THE PAST THAT IN ORDER TO HOLD AUDITORS LIABLE FOR SECURITIES VIOLATIONS
PLAINTIFFS hMUST SHOW THAT ;THE AUDITOR=S JUDGMENT n AT THE MOMENT EXERCISED n
WAS SUFFICIENTLY EGREGIOUS SUCH THAT A REASONABLE ACCOUNTANT REVIEWING THE FACTS AND
FIGURES SHOULD HAVE CONCLUDED THAT ;THE COMPANY=S FINANCIAL STATEMENTS WERE
MISSTATED AND THAT AS A RESULT THE PUBLIC WAS LIKELY TO BE MISLEDv (OLDING
PROMOTERS OF SECURITIES LIABLE IS NOT ONLY FAIR BUT IT IS ALSO IN KEEPING WITH THE
PURPOSE OF THE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF  4HE COURT IN -ALACK DOES NOT
DISCUSS THIS REQUIREMENT INSTEAD FINDING THAT PROMOTERS WOULD NOT HAVE AN INTEREST
IN ENSURING THE GENUINENESS OF THE SECURITY BECAUSE THEY ARE SELFINTERESTED
7HILE CRITICS MAY ARGUE THAT ATTORNEYS SHOULD NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR
CLIENTS FRAUDULENT ACTIVITIES BECAUSE ATTORNEYS OWE A DUTY OF LOYALTY TO CLIENTS
LIMITATIONS ON THE ATTORNEYCLIENT RELATIONSHIP ALREADY EXIST SUCH AS THE CRIMEFRAUD
EXCEPTION
(OWEVER IF THE THEORY ONLY HOLDS THOSE LIABLE THAT ARE INVOLVED IN INTENTIONALLY
ISSUING FRAUDULENT SECURITIES THEN PROMOTERS COULD BE GATEKEEPERS TO THE MARKET
SINCE THEY WOULD BE INTERESTED IN NOT BEING LIABLE
 )N ADDITION CONCERNS THAT hDISCLOSURE OF A CLIENTS CONFIDENCES INCURS
RISK OF WAIVING BOTH THE ATTORNEYCLIENT AND WORK PRODUCT PRIVILEGESv ARE
ADDRESSED IN THE 3%#S 2ULES WHICH REQUIRE ATTORNEYS TO NOTIFY UPPER LEVEL
MANAGEMENT IN THE COMPANY ABOUT ANY FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY THE ATTORNEY KNOWS IS
TAKING PLACE
# &RAUD#REATED4HE-ARKET 4HEORY 7OULD &ULFILL THE 3ECURITIES !CTS 'OAL OF
0REVENTING &RAUD
/NE OF THE MAIN #ONGRESSIONAL GOALS IN PASSING THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS WAS TO
PREVENT FRAUD AND PROTECT INVESTORS
 )D AT n
2ECOGNIZING THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET
 )N RE )+/. /FFICE 3OLUTIONS )NC  &D   D #IR 	 3EE ALSO )N RE 3UPREMA 3PECIALTIES
)NC 3EC ,ITIG  &D   D #IR 	 h7HEREAS A RECKLESS FAILURE TO INVESTIGATE AN ISSUER OF SECURITIES
CAN GIVE RISE TO LIABILITY UNDER 3ECTION B	 SIMPLE NEGLIGENCE EVEN INEXCUSABLE NEGLIGENCE IS NOT ENOUGHv	
 3EE )N RE )+/.  &D AT n NOTING THAT HOLDING SECONDARY ACTORS LIABLE FOR MISREPRESENTATIONS
LIKELY TO REACH THE PUBLIC hIS CONSISTENT WITH THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF  WHICH IS
TO PROTECT AGAINST MANIPULATED STOCK PRICES BY IMPOSING STRICT AND EXTENSIVE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
IRRESPECTIVE OF THE TYPE OF ACTOR THAT DISSEMINATES INFORMATION TO THE INVESTING PUBLICv	 SEE ALSO %ICHENHOLTZ V
"RENNAN  &D   D #IR 	 h4HE UNDERLYING GOAL OF SECURITIES LEGISLATION IS ENCOURAGING DILIGENCE
AND DISCOURAGING NEGLIGENCE IN SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS 4HESE GOALS ARE ACCOMPLISHED @BY EXPOSING ISSUERS AND
UNDERWRITERS TO THE SUBSTANTIAL HAZARD OF LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATORY DAMAGESv	 INTERNAL CITATIONS OMITTED	
 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D  n D #IR 	 3EE ALSO SUPRA 0ART )6!
 #OFFEE *R 4HE !TTORNEY AS 'ATEKEEPER SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 -ARC ) 3TEINBERG 4HE #ORPORATE3ECURITIES !TTORNEY AS A h-OVING 4ARGETv n #LIENT &RAUD $ILEMMAS 
7!3("52. ,*   &ALL 	
  #&2 e A	 	
 "LACKIE V "ARRACK  &D   TH #IR 	 3EE %RNST  %RNST V (OCHFELDER  53 
 	 NOTING THAT THE SECURITIES ACTS WERE DESIGNED hTO PROTECT INVESTORS AGAINST FRAUD AND    PROMOTE
ETHICAL STANDARDS OF HONESTY AND FAIR DEALINGv	
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THEORY WOULD FULFILL THIS GOAL 4HE -ALACK COURT AND OTHER CRITICS ARGUE THAT THE
FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY REJECTS THE GOAL OF SECURITIES LAWS TO PROMOTE
DISCLOSURE TO INVESTORS (OWEVER WHEN A PROMOTER SUCH AS AN ATTORNEY OR
UNDERWRITER INTENTIONALLY MAKES MISREPRESENTATIONS OR OMISSIONS IN DISCLOSURE
STATEMENTS THEN AN INVESTOR IS NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO ACCURATELY RELY ON THESE
STATEMENTS WHETHER OR NOT HE READS THEM !S A RESULT IF COURTS RECOGNIZE THAT
THERE ARE INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING THAT ONLY THOSE SECURITIES WHICH ARE
FREE FROM FRAUD ARE ABLE TO GO TO THE MARKET THEN AN INVESTOR WILL BE ABLE TO RELY ON
THE SECURITYS PRESENCE ON THE MARKET AS AN ASSURANCE THAT THE SECURITY IS
MARKETABLE
.OT ONLY WOULD ADOPTING THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY FULFILL #ONGRESSS
GOAL OF PROTECTING INVESTORS IT WOULD ALSO ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION IN THE MARKET
4HEREFORE THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT SHOULD HAVE RECOGNIZED THAT THE FRAUD
CREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY IS A VALID PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE IN ORDER TO PROTECT
INVESTORS

)F AN INVESTOR CAN RELY ON THE FACT THAT A SECURITY IS FREE FROM FRAUD THIS WILL
ENCOURAGE MORE INDIVIDUALS TO INVEST IN THE MARKET 4HEREFORE THE MARKET WOULD
BENEFIT FROM RECOGNITION OF THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY
V. CONCLUSION 
)N-ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0 THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE 4HIRD
#IRCUIT REJECTED THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY OF RELIANCE AS A VALID THEORY OF
RELIANCE IN SECURITIES FRAUD CASES 4HE COURT IMPROPERLY RELIED ON THE ARGUMENT
THAT THOSE INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS OF TAKING THE SECURITY TO MARKET CANNOT BE RELIED
UPON TO ENSURE THAT THE SECURITY IS NOT FRAUDULENT )N DOING SO THE COURT FAILED TO
RECOGNIZE THAT ATTORNEYS FACE NUMEROUS CONFLICTS IN OTHER AREAS OF LAW AND ARE STILL
HELD TO ETHICAL REGULATIONS !DDITIONALLY BECAUSE PROMOTERS ARE ONLY LIABLE WHEN
THEY INTENTIONALLY VIOLATED THE LAW IT WOULD BE FAIR TO HOLD THEM LIABLE AS
GATEKEEPERS
 3EE 3HORES V 3KLAR  &D   TH #IR 	 EN BANC	 REJECTING THE ARGUMENT THAT THE FRAUD
CREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY IS LIMITED TO THE GOAL OF DISCLOSURE AND FINDING INSTEAD THAT THE hCENTRAL PURPOSE OF
THE ACTS IS THE PROTECTION OF INVESTORSv	
&INALLY ADOPTING THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY AS A
 -ALACK V "$/ 3EIDMAN ,,0  &D   D #IR 	 3EE (ERZOG SUPRA NOTE  AT 
ARGUING THAT hTHE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY INCENTIVE TO INVESTORS TO UTILIZE THE
DISCLOSURE MATERIALSv	
 3EE 3HORES  &D AT n STATING THAT UNDER THE FRAUDCREATEDTHEMARKET THEORY hIT WOULD HAVE
AVAILED ;THE PLAINTIFF= NOTHING TO HAVE READ THE /FFERING #IRCULARv	
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6"
 $E 3IMONE SUPRA NOTE  AT 3
 )D
 3EE GENERALLY ID
  &D  D #IR 	
 )D AT 
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6!
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6"
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PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE WOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH #ONGRESSS GOAL OF PREVENTING
FRAUD IN THE MARKET AND PROTECTING INVESTORS
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6#
